
Trip to Poole – 4th – 6th May 2013
 

A warm bank holiday for once???? Never !!
Saturday as it turned out changed from warm and sunny as predicted,
to force 5-6 with high waves!  Plan A, was to rendevous at Beaulieu
buoy and then head off to Poole.  In reality, Plan B evolved and took
over!
Eye Candy and Masquerade left Port Solent and headed for Gosport. 
Our new members John and Alison on Crying Goose peeked out of
Lymington and then returned, and the remainder of crews on
Tanzanite, Dilligaf, Kamadaze, Snave II and Maverick opted for the
safe haven of East Cowes for the night instead.  Good move as the
Solent was more than a tad choppy!!  Engines off, it seemed like a
good idea to get the beers out and make the most of it!
 
Once everyone had dried off and thawed out, Dilligaf entertained the
whole of East Cowes Marina with Grahams newly installed speaker
system! Quite a few non members frowned into their Gin and Tonics,
to which Graham then treated them to the song “DILLIGAF” ( Now if
you haven’t heard that one Google it if you dare!)
 
Saturday evening saw poor Tim and Dee ( Kamadaze) having to
explain firstly to Poole Town Quay Marina why the reserved 8 boats
were now not coming, and even worse, why the 29 covers booked at
the Antelope Inn Poole wouldn’t be there either!.
The joys of being an event organiser, Tim I felt your pain!!
 
Plan B for the club meal was to occupy the “Snug” at the Union Inn
West Cowes, aptly named as it turned out as 11 of us tried to eat food
of 2cms of table space on the table, but it was indeed cosy!
 
Everyone must have said their prayers Saturday evening, as Sunday
dawned much more cheerfully.  Pathfinder hotline phonecalls
ensured that  5 crews  Tim and Dee, (Kamadaze) Graham Shelly Cory
and Shane ( Dilligaf),  Tony (Maverick), Neil (Snave II) Pete Lorna and
James (Tanzanite) set out and met up with Chris, Abby and Jo ( Eye
Candy), Joe Jane and Callum ( Masquerade) Steve Gina, Charlotte
and Rosie ( Lucia) and together all 8 boats headed for Poole en
masse. 
 
Seas now a calm 2-3 made for a better ride, though Neil and Snave II
developed engine problems and had to return to Beaulieu,
accompanied and towed by Tony and Maverick (Well done Tony!)
 
By-passing Studland the crews opted to head into Poole harbour and
drop anchor for lunch in South Deep. Masquerade having developed
engine cooling problems voiced their concerns and headed into Poole
Town Quay to check it out.  Meanwhile it was proving difficult to drop
anchor due to the very low water, and Dilligaf, Kamadaze  and Eye
Candy carefully edged their way through the shallow waters ( oh ye
who ran aground shall remain nameless!) and made it, though the
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wind hadn’t been kind and with a bow thruster or two playing up, we
will just call it an “eventful” arrival. Tanzanite and Lucia followed
after a nice hour at anchor enjoying the sun.
 
Poor Joe with his engine coolant problems was now seeing £ signs
stacking up, and was, in his head, writing out the advert for his boat! 
Now Graham it has to be said gets the award of the weekend for hero
of the day.  With the determination of a ferret in a hole, he took on
the mammoth task of crawling into Joes hole ( engine bay people!!!!,
engine bay!!!!! I know how your minds work!!) and doing a major re-
build of Joes engine using sticky back plastic and a piece of hose pipe
– truly a work of art!
 
Poor Tim egged on by Dee had to do the un-enviable task of phoning
the Antelope Inn and trying to explain that though we cancelled 29
meals yesterday could they do 12 today?  12 then became 18, and it
all got a bit messy, but Tim is a persuasive fella and got it all sorted in
the end.  One party with Lorna, Pete, James, Steve, Gina the girls and
Harvey (the dog) in the bar, and the rest in the restaurant.  Malcom
and Anne who’s boat (Pure Genius) is moored in Poole, joined us on
foot for the meal and catch up which was lovely!  We even got talking
to some possible new members along the way. 
 
Now, if all the report sounds very official so far, this is where, after a
few beers, it all started to deteriorate a little, and so, in brief, here
are a few of the drunken conversations – interpret as you wish!!
 
 

It had been noticed how much Pete says “to be fair” when he’s talking and so he was fined 20p a time, and Lorna is now off on a Caribbean cruise on the proceeds!
Shelly had some how spread her legs from the Folly to Southsea, Shelly with apologies to you, I’m still not certain of how that got into conversation, or quite what it
meant!! ( But the girls writing team got me to put it in!)
Chris, Abby and their son Jo had a cosy three some after “someone” left a window open a bit in the cabin on the journey to Poole resulting in the Chinese Proverb “Open
window = wet bed!!”
Tim for insisting on calling Masquerade, Mistique or Mustique, (I think he is dreaming of warmer climates!)
James thought he had enrolled only as crew (and to get a hot seat) for Lorna and Pete (after Lorna’s on going knee surgery problems), but didn’t realise he had to be
butler, tea maker, shopper and cleaner into the bargain. Thanks James, what would we do without you?? And just for the record, he doesn’t snore (Happy now James??)
Pete, who apparently was on top form with his little stories during late night drinks on Lucia.  When I asked him next day what he had been saying, true to form he
“couldn’t remember!”
Charlotte ( Steve and Gina’s daughter) learnt that if you sit in the sun with sunglasses on, you resemble a panda the next day, bless her, factor 50 next time!!
“Bottoms up in the air”, was the key as more people had their heads in Joes engine bay over the weekend, mostly scratching their heads and rubbing their chins! Plenty
of parking spaces for the pushbikes there.!
Shelly for explaining facts about Prince Alberts piercings that I have never seen mention of at Osbourne House, but will now ( out of curiosity, ) have to Google!
Graham ( hero of the day) who for reasons you will have to ask Shelly, will now be known as “Bertie”.
And apologies to any I have missed out!
 
On Monday, after a delayed start and the final push to repair the engines on Masquerade, the low lying, dense and patchy fog had cleared, and 6 very happy boating
crews left as a team ( extremely glad not to have left anyone behind!) and headed out past the chain-link and across Christchurch Bay.  We all managed to avoid the
lobster pots, (laid like landmines everywhere,) and enjoyed the flat calm perfect seas!
 
Kamadaze and Lucia took the inside North Channel route through Hurst, whilst the others opted to get some photos by the Needles in near perfect conditions!  We
played, circled, dipped and turned and eventually like naughty kids, made our way back up to meet the others at Hurst. Re-grouped and happy we all ran up the Solent at
full speed together.
 
After the depths of winter, when I know more than a few crews have spent time cursing the expense of boating and calculating what else you could spend the money on,
I would like to bet that that run up the Solent totally re-enforced why we love boating, and why Pathfinder is THE way to do it, and I’m guessing we all had huge smiles
on our faces. 
 
Thanks to everyone for making the event really enjoyable. Thanks to Tim for organising it.  Here’s to the next event… Cheers!!!
 




